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QUESTION 1

An integration solutions developer needs to create a module with a many-to-many mapping between service requesters
and service providers supporting Web services. 

Using the patterns explorer, which pattern would be most appropriate? 

A. Proxy Service Gateway 

B. Static Service Gateway 

C. Dynamic Service Gateway 

D. Dynamic Simple Service Proxy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration developer has been tasked with consolidating common artifacts that are currently defined and used in
separate unrelated mediation modules. 

Which of the following should be done? 

A. Both common business objects and common XML maps should be consolidated into a shared library. 

B. Neither common business objects nor common XML maps should be consolidated into a shared library. 

C. Business objects used by XML maps should not be consolidated into a shared library, but common XML maps
should be 

D. XML maps should not be consolidated into a shared library but common business objects used in XML maps should
be. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the Exhibit. 
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An integration developer needs to get the \\'output\\' value of the operation \\'invoke\\' from within the
\\'getOutputCustom\\' primitive of the response flow shown in the exhibit. Which of the following code snippets must be
used? 

A. String output = smo.getDataObject("invoke").getString("output"); 

B. String output = smo.getDataObject("invokeResponse").getString("output"); 

C. String output = smo.getDataObject("body").getDataObject("invoke").getString("output"); 

D. String output = smo.getDataObject("body").getDataObject("invokeResponse").getString("output");D.String output =
smo.getDataObject("body").getDataObject("invokeResponse").getString("output"); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An integration development team is developing a mediation flow. A custom requirement is that in the event an error
occurs at any point in the mediation flow, a copy of the entire SMO is to be placed into the server log for the system
administrator to examine. How should the integration development team BEST implement this requirement? 

A. Change the server logging settings to log SMO messages. 

B. Wire a Trace primitive to each failure terminal and set the destination property to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

C. Wire a Message Logger primitive to each failure terminal and set the Logging type to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

D. Wire a Custom primitive to each failure terminal and insert System.err.println(smo) into the Details section. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An integration developer needs to perform an iteration over an array of elements using the Fan Out - Fan In primitives. 

Where in the Service Message Object (SMO) can the integration developer find the data of each occurrence of the
repeating element? 

A. In the body section. 

B. In the user context section. 

C. In the shared context section. 

D. In the primitive context section. 

Correct Answer: C 
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